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High-Level Concept
King Jante is an evil and relentless monarch who has spiralled his people into deep despair.
You - a young hero full of ambition - find yourself trapped in this dark kingdom, where no one
welcomes you, and everyone would rather see you suffer.
Your only way out is to build your strength and to face King Jante himself.

Technical Overview
●

The game is made in 2.5D:
3D objects making up the world and determining the physics, and 2D sprites layered
on top, to produce the visuals.

●

The game is targeted for PC.

●

The game is available on both PC and Mac.

●

The game handed in is a demo: This does not represent what the full version of the
game could be, but rather a snippet of story and gameplay.

Game Design Overview
●

The game focuses on exploration, emergent storytelling and turn-based combat.

●

The game features a simple progression system, where character upgrades can be
purchased for skill points.

●

The game contains an intro-level, and one fully finished area, as of the Demo.

Player Actions
●

The player explores.

●

The player encounters NPCs, and part takes in dialogue.
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●

The player encounters monsters in the wild and fights them.

●

The player gathers items.

●

The player earns skill-points from fighting.

●

The player uses skill points to gain stronger stats.

●

The player collects commandments / magical orbs to advance to the next level.

Verbs:
Move, explore, talk, learn (about the world), fight, strategize, collect, evolve, defy, become
(the hero no one wants).

Player Goals
Player Short Term Goals:
●

Collect Items in the wild.

●

Explore.

●

Meet new NPCs.

●

Fight enemies to gain skill points.

Player Medium Term Goals:
●

Prepare for larger fights

●

Define how to gain the next commandment.

●

Spend skill points strategically.

●

Bring commandments to gates, in order to progress to the next level.

Player Long Term Goals:
●

Complete requests from all NPCs. (Not yet included)

●

Gain the maximum skills available.

●

Defeat King Jante. (Not yet included)
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Inspiration / Basis
The Law of Jante
In 1933, Danish-Norwegian author Aksel Sandemose
published a highly society-critical novel; En Flygtning
Krydser sit Spor (A Fugitive Crosses His Tracks) .
Within this piece of fictional writing, Sandemose introduced
10 amendments - now known as Janteloven (the Law of

Jante) - describing how Scandinavian society expects its
citizens to act, in order to remain content within society.

The 10 amendments of the Law of Jante, is as follows:
1. You're not to think you are anything special.
2. You're not to think you are as good as we are.
3. You're not to think you are smarter than we are.
4. You're not to imagine yourself better than we are.
5. You're not to think you know more than we do.
6. You're not to think you are more important than we are.
7. You're not to think you are good at anything.
8. You're not to laugh at us.
9. You're not to think anyone cares about you.
10. You're not to think you can teach us anything.
Despite the novel itself having been largely forgotten in Scandinavian society, the 10 laws
very much remain both as a source of embarrassment and as a living, breathing practice in
everyday life.
As a young artist who grew up with the 10 amendments of the Law of Jante, I have
personally felt a negative impact on my life as a creative person.
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By braiding these into the very fibres of a story-driven game, I seek to translate them to a
new audience, who might have experienced similar negativity, without the luxury of the
concept being analysed and put into words.

The Story of the Young Hero, Flipped Upside Down
This game deals with the standard fantasy tropes that every gamer has seen a million times
before:
A young hero desires to leave his home in good spirit, in order to prove himself, find
adventure, and become something great. Slay the dragon! Save the world!
The Hero of this game is, however, met with an unusual situation: No one is cheering him
on. In fact, they want to see him fail. They despise his bravery and his youthful optimism.
While the tropes remain: Dreams of grandeur and adventure!
… The Reign of King Jante is a tale of jealousy and hatred and existential sadness.
It’s a tale of a toxic society who refuses to change, and who condemns anyone who tries.
Ultimately, it is the tale of a young hero who will have to shed the shadow of his toxic past
and childhood, in order to find himself, and gain happiness and freedom, at the expense of
his original home.

Oedipus as a Cultural Reference
As an example of the hero tale, I decided to take basis in the classic Greek tale of Oedipus
and the Riddle of the Sphinx, in which a young hero saves a town from a menacing beast.
The first scene borrows the premise: A town being terrorised by a mysterious monster, and
the young hero being the one to stop it!
However, unlike in the original story, the town does, in this case, not want assistance. In fact,
they would rather be devoured by the monster, rather than ask for help.
Once again, the original tale of the classic fantasy hero is flipped upside down.
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Worldbuilding
The world is an enclosed space, which is very difficult to leave.
However, most of the subjects within the country do not wish to leave to begin with.
They are proud, and they are defensive about their own kind.
They can smell differences from far away.

Locations (In the Demo)
The Empty Place
The Empty Place is the location the player will keep returning to. Signifying the main
character’s own psyche, this space also works as a central hub, with access to the different
areas of the game.
The player will be teleported back here when defeated in battle. They will, likewise, need to
take whatever they have learned (in the form of commandments, or orbs) back to this area,
in order to progress.
The Empty Place contains:
●

The starting-point of the game.

●

A teleporter (where the player will end up after defeat in combat).

●

3 doors, each leading to a different area of the game.

●

2 interactable NPCs. (+ 1 interactable enemy)

●

1 collectable orb.

The Forest / Area 1
This is the area in which the player truly start their journey.
The forest is home to both a monstrous beast and a hostile village housing people who do
not appreciate the main character whatsoever.
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Here, the player will find a few friends, but the player will also face their first big fight, as they
seek to either liberate the small town or side with the monster plaguing it.
As mentioned above, the storyline in this area is inspired by the Tale of the Sphinx and
Oedipus, from Greek Mythology.
The Forest contains:
●

Smaller battles scattered across the map.

●

1 boss battle.

●

4 interactable NPCs.

●

3 collectable orbs.

●

Collectable herbs throughout the world.

Characters / NPCs
The Savant
The Savant is a character meant to guide the player through the world. He will offer
information, and provide the player with their starting equipment.
When the Savant was young, he attempted to leave, but got cold feet and ultimately decided
against it. Now he keeps an eye on the protagonist out of curiosity and nostalgia.
This search has made him knowledgeable about the escape, and critical towards Jante’s
reign. The protagonist can rely on him for information.
This also makes him the only other character wearing a mask for protection only.

The Herbalist
Introduced to the game as comedic relief, this character is far more quirky and odd than the
others. He does not judge, and he does not spread negativity. He simply wants peace, quiet,
a friend… and a few herbs, if you have the time.
While also wearing a mask in intervals, he does so for recreational purposes only.
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The Mayor
The mayor is the protector of the village. He is the character that will tell the player of the
beast plaguing the area. The mayor is sceptical of the protagonist, and would much rather if
the protagonist was not there at all.

The Little Kid
The small kid, who can be found behind the town, is lost in the woods. She is in dire need of
help, but she refuses to take it.

The Sphinx
In the old Greek tale of Oedipus, the Sphinx was a monster sent by the gods to torment the
town of Thebes, as punishment for the villagers having committed a horrible crime against
the gods.
Much like in Oedipus, the Sphinx of this game is present, because she loathes the

townspeople of the forest. Unlike in Oedipus, however, the Sphinx is not the divine wrath of
a god, but instead, her quarrel is with a much more fundamental flaw in human nature.
She is there to fight the nature of King Jante, and everyone who blindly obey his ways.
Therefore, she is seeking to make an example of the village in the forest, by bringing
misfortune to some of the King’s most devout servants.
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Narrative / Exploration Gameplay
Exploration / The Map
When moving around in the map, the player has a number of different mechanics to interact
with: Exploration and uncovering of the map, collection of herbs that can later be used for
different purposes, Interaction with characters, and combat.
This section describes the first three in more detail.

The 10 Commandments (And Their Keepers)
Ten characters each hold a commandment. (Not all characters have been assigned, as of
the demo).
The protagonist will have to interact with these characters - and possibly complete a task
given by them - in order to collect their commandment, and progress.
Once all 10 is found, the player can face King Jante and leave.
The dead guy at the start:
1: You're not to think you are anything special.

This character shows the protagonist that anyone can fail. Everyone will die.
The Little Kid:
9: You are not to think anyone cares about you.

This character shows the protagonist that even the frailest, most helpless spirit does not
want help.
The Sphinx:
3: You're not to think you are smarter than we are.

This character shows the player, that defeating something menacing is not necessarily the
right choice.
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The Mayor:
4: You're not to imagine yourself better than we are.

This character reminds the player that no one wants help or sympathy.
The Savant:
10: You're not to think you can teach us anything.

This character shows the protagonist, that while someone may care, they will not be willing
to change. Respect cannot be earned. (Not included in demo).
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Collectable Items / Inventory System
While moving through the world, the player can pick up items to either progress or aid them
in their journey. These items and their effects are as follows:

Name
Orb

Sprite

Description

Function

These mystical orbs are awarded to the

Collecting enough orbs, and

player after a meaningful encounter with a

using them on the doors in

character in the world.

the Empty Space, will allow

The visual appearance of these orbs will

the player to progress.

change with each area.
Valerian

This healing plant is a strong, natural

Heals the player for 50% of

sedative and pain-reliever. Great for healing

the max health.

the nervous and digestive system. Remedy
for stress, insomnia and anxiety.

Valerian plants regrow after 3
minutes of play-time

Mugwort

In old Norse rituals, mugwort was burned at

If the player does not fill the

the beginning and the end of rituals to

mask with this herb, they will

cleanse the atmosphere. It symbolises

steadily take damage.

purification and sanctification.
Mugwort plants regrow after 4
minutes of play-time
Nightshade

Highly poisonous. This flower is associated

This item is used to repel

with a greek god, Atropos, who could

enemies and avoid combat.

change fate and end lives.

(See below, Fight or Flee
Mechanic)
Nightshade plants regrow
after 4 minutes of play-time
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Action Gameplay: Combat System
The Fight or Flee Mechanic
While moving around the world, if the player is spotted, the potential enemies will spit out a
dark shadow, that will chase the player instantly.
When the shadow catches up with the player, the player character will absorb the shadow,
and a new panel will appear at the bottom of the screen. At this point, the player can choose
to either fight or flee.
Fight:
The option to fight takes the player straight into the combat-scene.
Flee:
The flee option, allows the player to completely bypass combat, and remove the dark

shadow. This, however, takes a special kind of herb to do (see above, Items) , and the player
is only allowed to bypass combat if a herb is available in the player’s inventory.
Cancelling combat in this way does not remove the original enemy from the world, and the
player will, as a result, most likely have to face the enemy again at a later point.
This mechanic exists, as a way for the player to get out of tight spots, and to avoid getting
lost in clusters of enemies.

If the player does not act, omitting a choice completely, then the default outcome is the fight
option. The time remaining, in which a choice can be made, is shown at the bottom of the
panel, with a timer ticking down.
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Combat Rules
The combat is presented in a completely different scene to the exploration phase.
The combat is turn-based, with the player facing up to six enemies each time.
Thus, the combat experience is meant to feel highly unbalanced, and the player is meant to
feel ganged up on.
The player has various attacks to choose from. The player gets one turn, and then all
enemies take theirs. In other words: each entity on the screen gets a single turn in a round.
The turn-order remains the same, and the combat continues until either the player is dead,
or the player is the last one standing.
Once the combat is won, the player is rewarded with a number of skill points, and be taken
back to the exploration part of the game.
Since enemies do not respawn, each fight won will clear the map slightly more, and make
movement less risky, and more unrestricted.
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Stats
Speed: The player has a standard speed (determining the turn-order in combat) of 5.
The enemies fall on both sides of that standard.
Health: The player starts with a base max health count of 200.
This number can be increased by buying skills for the skill points the player has earned in
battle.
Damage: This number determines the damage the player can deal each turn in combat.
Each ability has a base value (See below, Abilities) . The damage can be increased by
buying skills. This happens by either increasing the damage of the individual stats or by
increasing the overall damage done by all attacks.

The damage calculation is done as follows:

float attackBonusModifier = Base Damage +
(attackBoost/100 * baseDamage);
float abilityModifier = attackBonusModifier +
(AbilityBoost/100) * attackBonusModifier);
float finalAttackValue = abilityModifier;

If the player has, for instance, bought an ability that boosts all attacks with 20%
and has bought a boost that makes the attack that is being used 50 percent stronger, the
calculation would look like this:

float attackBonusModifier = Base Damage + 20%
of the Base Damage;
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float abilityModifier = attackBonusModifier +
50% of the attackBonusModifier;
float finalAttackValue = Base Damage + 20% of
the Base Damage + 50% on top.

Abilities
The player will not start with all available skills. Some skills will need to be unlocked through
the skill tree, using skill points earned. (See below, Skill Upgrades) .
Tantrum: This affects the two adjacent slots on either side, with decreasing damage.
Confrontation: Major damage to one enemy. This enemy must be adjacent to the player.
Cornered Counter: Pick one direction to inflict decreasing damage. Affects up to four
enemies in one direction.
Passive Aggression: Affects one enemy regardless of their position. Minimum damage.
Heartbreak: Deals damage to all enemies and the player.
Swap: Change place with an enemy.
Heal: Spend a healing-item (if the player has one) to heal 50% of the player’s max health.
This does not take up a turn.
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Skill Upgrades / Skill tree
Health Upgrades: This skill boosts the player’s health up to a specific number.
Upgrades available are:
●

300 Health Points (Cost: 100 Skill points)

●

400 Health Points (Cost: 200 Skill points)

●

500 Health Points (Cost: 300 Skill points)

Attack Upgrades: This skill boosts the player’s attack up by a set percentage. This
percentage is calculated by adding to the overall skill-damage, after each individual skill
upgrade. (See above, Stats)
Upgrades available are:
●

Increase attack damage with 10% (Cost: 100 Skill points)

●

Increase attack damage with 20% (Cost: 150 Skill points)

●

Increase attack damage with 30% (Cost: 250 Skill points)

●

Increase attack damage with 50% (Cost: 400 Skill points)

Tantrum Upgrades: Each Tantrum upgrade increases the attack with a certain percentage.
These are 25% (Cost: 100 Skill points), 50% (Cost: 150 Skill points) and 100% (Cost: 200
Skill points).
Confrontation: Each Confrontation upgrade increases the attack with a certain percentage.
These are 25% (Cost: 100 Skill points), 50% (Cost: 200 Skill points).
Cornered Counter: The first skill bought unlocks the Cornered Counter attack. (Cost: 50
Skill points) After the initial unlock, each upgrade increases the attack with a certain
percentage. These are 25% (Cost: 100 Skill points), 50% (Cost: 200 Skill points).
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Passive Aggression: The first skill bought unlocks the Passive Aggression attack. (Cost: 50
Skill points) After the initial unlock, each upgrade will increase the attack with a certain
percentage. These are 30% (Cost: 100 Skill points), 60% (Cost: 200 Skill points).
Heartbreak: The first skill bought unlocks the Heartbreak attack. (Cost: 100 Skill points)
After the initial unlock, each upgrade increases the attack with a certain percentage. These
are 25% (Cost: 150 Skill points), 50% (Cost: 200 Skill points) and 100% (Cost: 350 Skill
points). Note: The damage dealt to the player stays at its base-level, and never change.
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Enemies
The following table contains information about the enemies that can be encountered in the
game, as of the demo, June 2019.

Name

Sprite

Scene

Description

Health

Damage

Point
Value

Dark

Empty

A humanoid shadow-creature signifying the

Thought

Space

hero’s self-critical thoughts.

Forest

A human equipped with a basic weapon.

35

6

20

45

6

35

150

2

40

45

20

45

01

Standard
Villager

Despite being a devout servant of the king, this
person lives in the wild.
These brutes do not having any formal combat
training, but want to hurt the hero on sight,
capable or not.

Game

Forest

Keeper

This villager is large. He doesn’t care much for
attacking the hero, but he doesn’t like the hero
around either. As a result, the big guy will tend
to stand on the front line and soak up damage
as a human shield.

Ranger

Forest

A female villager equipped with a ranged
weapon.
The ranger tends to be hard to get to, and will
typically tend to hang back, furthest away. The
ranger does a lot of damage but is easy to kill.
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This villager is a figure of authority.

20

40

60

700

70

350

The village pastor tends to be hard to get to
and typically tend to hang back in the lineup.
The other villagers are content with protecting
him.

Sphinx

Forest

This is the game’s boss creature.
(See above, Characters)
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Split Ending / Replay Value
While not implemented yet, this is an improvement to the game I wish to add:
In this design, the player has the option to side with the Sphinx and - instead of fighting the
beast instantly - have the option to go back to the town, and fight the Mayor instead.
This would not only add consequences to the dialogue the player goes through (triggering
monumental fights by being rude, for instance) it would also result in two different outcomes
in the level, where only one of the two boss battles would happen in any one playthrough.
Especially since the design of the two monumental battles would vary greatly in design: The
Sphinx being a singular enemy, and the Mayor being accompanied by a lot of smaller
enemies, for instance.
This kind of split narrative adds replay value to the game as well, as long as the player is
made aware of the choice that has to be made between the two characters.
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